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Abstract. In this paper, we examine the eﬀect of weighting training
patterns on the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems.
A weight is assigned to each given pattern based on the class distribution
of its neighboring given patterns. The values of weights are determined
proportionally by the number of neighboring patterns from the same
class. Large values are assigned to given patterns with many patterns
from the same class. Patterns with small weights are not considered in
the generation of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. That is, fuzzy
if-then rules are generated from only patterns with large weights. These
procedures can be viewed as preprocessing in pattern classiﬁcation. The
eﬀect of weighting is examined for an artiﬁcial data set and several realworld data sets.

1

Introduction

Fuzzy rule-based systems have been applied mainly to control problems [1, 2, 3].
Recently fuzzy rule-based systems have also been applied to pattern classiﬁcation problems. There are many approaches to the automatic generation of fuzzy
if-then rules from numerical data for pattern classiﬁcation problems. Genetic
algorithms have also been used for generating fuzzy if-then rules for pattern
classiﬁcation [4, 5, 6].
In this paper, we examine the eﬀect of weighting training patterns on the
performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. A weight is assigned to
each given pattern based on the class distribution of its neighboring given patterns. The values of weights are determined proportionally by the number of
neighboring patterns from the same class. Large values are assigned to given
patterns with many patterns from the same class. Patterns with small weights
are not considered in the generation of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems.
That is, fuzzy if-then rules are generated from only patterns with large weights.
These procedures can be viewed as preprocessing in pattern classiﬁcation. The
eﬀect of weighting is examined for an artiﬁcial data set and several real-world
data sets.
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Fig. 1. An example of antecedent fuzzy sets

2
2.1

Fuzzy Rule-Based Classiﬁcation System
Pattern Classiﬁcation Problems

Various methods have been proposed for fuzzy classiﬁcation [7]. Let us assume
that our pattern classiﬁcation problem is an n-dimensional problem with C
classes. We also assume that we have m given training patterns xp = (xp1 , xp2 ,
. . . , xpn ), p = 1, 2, . . . , m. Without loss of generality, each attribute of the given
training patterns is normalized into a unit interval [0, 1]. That is, the pattern
space is n-dimensional unit hypercube [0, 1]n in our pattern classiﬁcation problems.
In this study, we use fuzzy if-then rules of the following type in our fuzzy
rule-based classiﬁcation systems:
Rule Rj : If x1 is Aj1 and x2 is Aj2 and . . . and xn is Ajn
then Class Cj with CFj , j=1,2,. . . ,N ,

(1)

where Rj is the label of the j-th fuzzy if-then rule, Aj1 , . . . , Ajn are antecedent
fuzzy sets on the unit interval [0, 1], Cj is the consequent class (i.e., one of the
given C classes), CFj is the grade of certainty of the fuzzy if-then rule Rj ,
and N is the total number of fuzzy if-then rules. As antecedent fuzzy sets, we
use triangular fuzzy sets as in Fig. 1 where we show various partitions of a unit
interval into a number of fuzzy sets.
2.2

Generating Fuzzy If-Then Rules

In our fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems, we specify the consequent class
and the grade of certainty of each fuzzy if-then rule from the given training patterns [8, 9, 10]. In [10], it is shown that the use of the grade of certainty in fuzzy
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if-then rules allows us to generate comprehensible fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation
systems with high classiﬁcation performance.
The consequent class Cj and the grade of certainty CFj of fuzzy if-then rule
are determined in the following manner:
Generation Procedure of Fuzzy If-Then Rule
1. Calculate βClass h (Rj ) for Class h (h = 1, . . . , C) as

βClass h (Rj ) =
µj1 (xp1 ) · . . . · µjn (xpn ), h = 1, 2, . . . , C.

(2)

xp ∈Class h

2. Find Class ĥ that has the maximum value of βClass h (Rj ):
βClass ĥ (Rj ) = max{βClass 1 (Rj ), βClass 2 (Rj ), . . . , βClass

C (Rj )}.

(3)

If two or more classes take the maximum value, the consequent class Cj of the
rule Rj can not be determined uniquely. In this case, specify Cj as Cj = φ.
If a single class takes the maximum value, let Cj be Class ĥ.
3. If a single class takes the maximum value of βClass h (Rj ), the grade of certainty CFj is determined as
βClass ĥ (Rj ) − β̄
CFj = 
,
βClass h (Rj )


where
β̄ =

(4)

βClass h (Rj )

h=ĥ

c−1

(5)

The number of fuzzy if-then rules in a fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation system is
dependent on how each attribute is partitioned into fuzzy subsets. For example,
when we divide each attribute into three fuzzy subsets in a ten-dimensional
pattern classiﬁcation problem, the total number of fuzzy if-then rules is 310 =
59049. This is what is called the curse of dimensionality. The grade of certainty
CFj can be adjusted by a learning alogrithm [11].
2.3

Fuzzy Reasoning

By the rule generation procedure in 2.2, we can generate N fuzzy if-then rules
in (1). After both the consequent class Cj and the grade of certainty CFj are
determined for all the N fuzzy if-then rules, a new pattern x is classiﬁed by the
following procedure [8]:
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Fig. 2. Two-dimensional pattern classiﬁcation problem

Fuzzy reasoning procedure for classiﬁcation
1. Calculate αClass h (x) for Class h, j = 1, 2, . . . , C as
αClass h (x) = max{µj (x) · CFj |Cj = Class h, h = 1, 2, . . . , N },
h = 1, 2, . . . , C,

(6)

where
µj (x) = µj1 (x1 ) · . . . · µjn (xn ).
2. Find Class

h∗p

(7)

that has the maximum value of αClass h (x):

αClass

(x)
h∗
p

= max{αClass 1 (x), . . . , αClass

C (x)}.

(8)

If two or more classes take the maximum value, then the classiﬁcation of x
is rejected (i.e., x is left as an unclassiﬁable pattern), otherwise assign x to
Class h∗p .

3

Assigning Weights

The main aim of assigning weights is extract only necessary patterns for improving the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. Generalization
ability in speciﬁc is our main focus.
Let us consider a two-dimensional two-class pattern problem in Fig. 2. All of
given patterns are shown in Fig. 2. 250 patterns were generated from each of two
normal distributions: a mean (0, 0) and a variance 0.32 for Class 1, and (1, 1)
and 0.32 for Class 2. Both distribution do not have any correlation between two
attributes. We can see that the two classes overlap with each other.
In Fig. 3, we show classiﬁcation boundaries that are generated by fuzzy rulebased classiﬁcation systems with two, three, four, and ﬁve fuzzy sets for each
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Fig. 3. Classiﬁcation bounraries by fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems

attribute (see Fig.1). From these ﬁgures, we can see that the classiﬁcatio boundaries are not diagonal when the number of fuzzy sets for each atribute is large
(e.g., (d) in Fig. 3).
In order to determine the weights of given training patterns, we count the
number of patterns from the same class in their neighborhood. Let us denote
the neighborhood size as Nsize . We examine Nsize nearest patterns from each
of given training patterns for determining the value of the weight. We use the
following equation to determine the weight of the p-th given pattern wp :
wp =

Nsame
,
Nsize

(9)

where Nsame is the number of given patterns from the same class as the pth given pattern. The weight wp of the p-th given pattern can be viewed as
a measure of overlaps. That is, if the value of wp is large, that means the p-th
given pattern is surrounded by many patterns that are from the same class as pth training pattern. On the other hand, the p-th given pattern is possibly an
outlier if the value of wp is low. Only given patterns that have higher weights
than a prespeciﬁed threshold value are used as training patterns. In this paper,
we denote the threshold as θ.
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Fig. 4. Result of assigning weights (Nsize , θ) = (400, 0.5)

In Fig. 4, we show the result of the weight assignment to the two-dimensional
patterns in Fig. 2. We speciﬁed the value of Nsize as Nsize = 400 and the value
of the threshold as θ = 0.5. From Fig. 4, we can see that overlapping areas are
smaller than that in Fig. 2. In Fig. 5, we also show the classiﬁcation boundaries
in the same way as in Fig. 2 but by using the patterns in Fig. 4. From Fig. 5,
we can see that the classiﬁcation boundaries are more diagonal than those in
Fig. 3 when the number of fuzzy sets for each attribute is large. Simple shape of
classiﬁcation boundaries such as those in Fig. 5 can lead to high generalization
ability. We examine the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems
on unseen data in the next section.

4

Computer Simulations

In this section, we examine the performance of our proposed ensembling method.
First we explain data sets which are used in our computer simulations to examine
the eﬀect of assigning weights on the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. In this section, we only show classiﬁcation results on unseen
data set because our focus is only on whether the generalization ability can be
improved by the weight assignment in Section 3.
4.1

Performance Evaluation on a Two-Dimensional Data Set

We use the two-dimensional two-class pattern classiﬁcation problem in Section
3. The data sets consists of 250 given training patterns from each class. We
generate test patterns for evaluating the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems after the weight assignment to training pattern. From each
class, we generate 500 patterns as test data by using the same class distribution
as described in Section 3. That is, ﬁrst we assign a weight to each of training patterns by using a prespeciﬁed neighborhood size Nsize . Then, we generate
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Fig. 5. Classiﬁcation boundaries (Nsize , θ) = (400, 0.5)

fuzzy if-then rules from those training patterns that have higher value of weight
than a prespeciﬁed threshold value θ. Test data are used to examine the performance of the generated fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation system. Table 1 shows
the classiﬁcation results of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation system. We also show
the performance of the conventional method (i.e., no weight is considered and
all the given patterns are used to generate fuzzy if-then rules) in the last row of
the table. From this table, we can see that generalization ability is not improved
very well by the weight assignment.
4.2

Performance Evaluation on Iris Data Set

Iris data set is a four-dimensional three-class problem with 150 given training
patterns [12]. There are 50 training patterns from each class. This data set is
one of the most well-known pattern classiﬁcation problems. Many researchers
have applied their classiﬁcation methods to the iris data set. For example, Weiss
and Kulikowski [13] examined the performance of various classiﬁcation methods
such as neural networks and nearest neighbor classiﬁer for this data set. Grabisch
and Dispot [14] has also examined the performance of various fuzzy classiﬁcation
methods such as fuzzy integrals and fuzzy k-nearest neighbor for the iris data
set.
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Table 1. Classiﬁcation results for the two-dimensional data set
Nsize
1
5
10
20
50
100
200
300
400
No Weight

The number
2
3
96.3% 96.4%
96.3% 96.3%
96.3% 96.3%
96.3% 96.3%
96.4% 96.4%
96.4% 96.4%
96.3% 96.4%
96.3% 96.4%
96.3% 96.3%
96.3% 96.5%

of fuzzy sets
4
5
96.5% 96.6%
96.5% 96.4%
96.5% 96.5%
96.5% 96.4%
96.4% 96.4%
96.4% 96.5%
96.6% 96.4%
96.5% 96.4%
96.4% 96.4%
96.5% 96.6%

Table 2. Classiﬁcation results for the iris data set
Nsize
1
5
10
20
50
No Weight

The number
2
3
68.7% 93.3%
68.7% 93.3%
67.3% 93.3%
68.0% 93.3%
69.3% 90.7%
67.3% 93.3%

of fuzzy sets
4
5
90.0% 95.3%
89.3% 96.0%
88.7% 96.0%
89.3% 95.3%
90.7% 96.0%
89.3% 95.3%

We examined the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems on
unseen data by using leaving-one-out method. In the leaving-one-out method,
a single pattern is used as an unseen data and the other patterns are used to
generate fuzzy if-then rules by the procedures in Section 2. Table 2 shows the
classiﬁcation results for the iris data. From this table, we can see that the generalizatoin ability of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems for the two-dimensional
two-class pattern classiﬁcation system is improved by using our weight assignment.
4.3

Performance Evaluation on Cancer Data

The cancer data set is a nine-dimensional two-class pattern classiﬁcation problem. In Grabisch’s works [14, 15, 16], various fuzzy classiﬁcation methods have
been applied to cancer data set in order to compare each of those fuzzy classiﬁcation methods. In the same manner as for the iris data set in the last subsection,
we examined the performance of the proposed ensembling method for the cancer
data set. The performance of our ensembling method on appendicitis data set
is shown in Table 3. We can see from this table that by assigning weights to
training patterns the performance of the fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation system
is improved in its classiﬁcation ability. However, the performance of the fuzzy
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Table 3. Classiﬁcation results for the cancer data set
Nsize
1
5
10
20
50
100
200
No Weight

The number
2
3
70.3% 64.3%
75.2% 68.5%
75.2% 69.2%
73.8% 70.3%
72.7% 68.5%
69.6% 65.7%
69.6% 65.7%
71.3% 67.8%

of fuzzy sets
4
5
61.2% 51.4%
66.1% 58.0%
67.8% 59.1%
67.5% 59.8%
66.4% 59.8%
64.0% 58.0%
64.0% 58.0%
65.4% 57.7%

rule-based classiﬁcation systems degrades if the neighborhood size Nsize is large
(e.g., Nsize = 200). This is because the number of Class 1 patterns is 85 and the
larger neighborhood size than that value does not make a sense.

5

Conclusions

In this paper, we examined the eﬀect of weight assignment on the performance
of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. A weight for each given pattern is determined by the proportion of patterns from the same class in its neighborhood.
Only those given patterns that have larger weights than a threshold value are
considered in the generation of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems. Thus, the
behavior of our weight assignment is determined by two factors: the neighborhood size and the threthold value.
We showed the performance of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcation systems with
the weight assignment by comparing the performance without it. Through the
computer simulations, we showed that the generalization ability is improved by
increasing the neighborhood size. However, the performance of fuzzy rule-based
classiﬁcation systems can be degraded when the neighborhood size is unnecessarily large.
We only used a simplest version of fuzzy rule-based classiﬁcaiton systems
in this paper. Our future works include the use of more sophisticated versions
to show that generalization ability can be eﬃciently improved by using several
techniques in the ﬁeld of data mining, evolutionary computation, and so on.
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